Camera Shutter function:
- There is a velcro on the rear side of the plush.
- Open the velcro and place the bluetooth speaker inside.
- Press the button gently. Pressing it too hard can damage the plush.

Bluetooth* Wireless Speaker Buttons:
- ON / OFF
- VOLUME UP / DOWN
- PLAY / PAUSE
- MICRONEPHONE
- SPEAKER COVER
- KEY RING
- LIGHT
- INDICATION

Safety Instructions:
- Do not use this device near water; clean only using a dry or slightly moist cloth.
- The appliance should not be exposed to dripping or splashing and no objects filled with liquids, such as vases, shall be placed near the product.
- Do not expose the earpiece to any heat source.
- Do not use the earpiece with any other objects that generate strong magnetic fields.
- Do not place unit near TV, speakers, wireless telephones and other equipment. This may result in damage to the product.
- Do not subject the product to harsh impacts. Do not drop the product yourself.
- This product has no user-serviceable parts. Do not attempt to repair it.
- This product is not waterproof. Do not immerse the product in water.
- The battery is in low level, please charge the unit.

Troubleshooting:
1. Cannot pair successfully
   - Check whether the speaker is in power on and bluetooth is in searching mode.
   - Check whether there are too many bluetooth receivers around. Turn them off or move to a different place.
   - Check if the speaker is in power off and not in searching mode.

2. The sound is too low or distorted
   - Check the volume setting on your device and adjust to a suitable sound level.
   - Check if the speaker is in battery low, change the speaker.

3. Cannot play music properly
   - Check whether there is a distance between the speaker and bluetooth device.
   - Check whether there is a distance between the speaker and bluetooth device.
   - Check whether there is a distance between the speaker and bluetooth device.

4. Speaker malfunction
   - Press the ‘RESET’ button by using a pin and reset the device.

5. Speaker play “bi bi” sound
   - Check whether there is a distance between the speaker and bluetooth device.

Play / Pause:
- Press the button on the speaker to play or pause the song once.
- Press it again to pause or continue to play the song.

Previews / Next Song:
- Press the button ( ) / ( ) to select the song.
- Press the button ( ) / ( ) to select the next song.

Volume Control:
- Press and hold the button ( ) / ( ) for a while to adjust the volume level.
- Press the button ( ) / ( ) for a while to adjust the volume level.

Handfree function:
- This speaker has a built-in microphone, it can be used as an handfree speaker after connecting phone with Bluetooth connection.
- User can pick up the phone call by press the button ( ).
- Hang up the call by pressing ( ).
- Keep press ( ) button for about 2 seconds to redial the last called phone number.

Please read this user manual carefully before operating the appliance, and save it for further reference.

Front:

- Plush with Bluetooth* Speaker
- User Manual

Rear:

- Key Ring
- Micro USB jack

Other:

- The Bluetooth speaker has a key ring, you can bring it with you anywhere, and it can works as a stand.
- This bluetooth speaker has a key ring, you can bring it with you anywhere.
- The speaker starts searching for bluetooth device.
- If the speaker is in searching mode, the blue color indication light will flash alternately.
- If the speaker is in searching mode, the blue color indication light will flash alternately.

Please refer to the device user manual to activate the bluetooth function.
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